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REPORT CN liJ::i'0itTC:.L 1:1Y,^STIr- .T?CtV OF
WOUND-60 KNis'E Bi,TTLEFIELD SITE, PINE RIDGE
:CNDi..'^ RESi;RV..TION; SOUTH D,,KOT,*..
I. Introduction
.^. Background of Proposnl
In iipril 1952, the National Park Survice was requ,^stc-d
Representative t,: Y. Berry of South Dokota, to considerder the
possibility of giving nrtiona1 recognition to Woundu-d Knee
Bettlefic:ld; on. the Pine Ridgc Indim Rcsurvation of South
Dakota. Limited data on the battlefield was presented on iipril
22 to the i,dvisory Bo^rd on National P^rks, Historic Sites,
bluildings, arid Monumi.nts. The Loa.rd ?sk^d that a field invcsti-
grtion and ri-;port bc; m-,de by the Service to secure more comprc-
h^.nsive d^.t^-. The Region Two office was requ^.sttd to conduct
this invtstig:tion by a not.,:: appended to Mr. Tolson's letter of
May 9 to Senator Karl h. :iundt.
Senator Piundt and Senator Francis Case joinA Repre-
sentativ^; Berry in expressing interest in giving the site
rccognition. Over forty n^m,:::s of South Dakota citizens were
supplied by them^ with the suag^ st:ion that they be contacted
by the inv^,stig,7tor:
No spc:cifi.c ,^crt.pgt" of ground was mentionLd; and no
p,-,rticular type of designation was : dvocnted by the Congressme:n,
HowtvEr, the terms "ncti onal battlefield," 'hp.ti anal monumtnt,"
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and "n^tional historic site" all crop up in the preliminnry
corrc.spcndesncE:. To the knowludge of the Region Two Office,
the National Park Service has not previously been requested
to consider Wounded Knee for recognition, notwithstanding a
reference by Sc:n^.tor Coss in his letter of July 24, 1952, to
Mr. Lloyd, to "what we had hoped for in preparing a national
monument some years ago." Neither does it appear to have been
investigated in connection with the Historic Sites Survey dur-
ing its period of activi ty before World Wor II.
B. Syncpsis
The "Battle of Wounded Knee" or Me Wounded Knee
Massacre" is an event quite well known, one might say notoricus,
in the annals of the Western frcntiesr, the name inspiring strong
and conflicting emotions among latter-day students as well as
among those personally rt1-•ted to the event by geography or group
loyalties. There is an extensive bibliography of both scholarly
and popular treatises on the subject, describing an affair of
viclence which, like the earlier Battle of the Little Big Horn,
continues tc revcrberate with discordant overtones,
On December 29, 1890, some two to three hundred Dakota
Sioux, men, women and children, and some thirty soldiers, prin-
cipally of the 7th U.S. Cavalry, were slain at Wounded Knee in
an engagement which marked the culmination of the "Messiah Craze"
cr "Ghost Dance Ar," or the "Sioux Outbreak," This tragedy has
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achieved historicel Ame, partly because of the extraordinary
numier of fatalities, partiCularl,y among those normally con-
sidered non-combatants, and partly because it was the last im-
port°.nt clash between North ^imericFn Indinns and whitem,^n.
Wounded Knee was not a pitched battle. It was 12rg^1_
a hand to hand melee) an explosion of tense nerves and long pent-
up emotions touched off by a single irresponsible rifle shot.
The Indians, including Pbout 100 men, had surrendered to a
military force of about 470 me:n. They had pitched camp together
and the soldiors were in the process of rolieving the reluctant
Indians of their arms when the holocaust was suddenly ignited.
It raged unchecked until most of the fleeing Indians were killed
or disabled.
The terms "M(--ssiah Graze" and "Ghost Dance War" are
both misle^ding. 'rrue, the reservation was swept by a kind of
religious hysteria, but only a part of the population was affected,
and the religion embraced was pu<cOul, not warlike, in inttnt.
True, there was a military c,-.ripaign resulting in hostilities but
there was no real war.. Alarmed by the ontics of the drncers, the
Indion agent called for military aid; while the Indians, alarmed
by the concentration of troops, first fled from them en masse;
then sullenly returned to their homes. There were a few other
minor actionsp but the exci.tEmtnt would have caused only a ripple
in the tides of history, if it had not been for the flare-up of
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Wounded Knee. This served not only to focus nrtional attention
upon the immadiate issues of the time, but it bccame the melo-
dramrtic finale to 400 years of racial conflict.
C. Field Investigation
Extensive resu.^rch on Wounded Knee was conducted in
the Region Two 0? 0ce and Ompha Public Libraries. Other d^ta
was obtained by microfilm from the Nation^1 Archives, and from
the Edward S. Luce Colltction of 7th U.S. Cavalry Historical
Data,
On Jun(; 18, enroute from Custer Battlefield to Om^.hn,
I stopped at Pine Ridge to interview Mr. 0. R. Onde, Superin-
tc:ndent of the Pine Ridge Indian ResErvption, regarding the back-
ground of the proposul end the attitude of the IndiFns. From Mr.
Srnde, I gathered the following facts:
1. The impetus for the proposal came primarily from
officials and members of the Chicago-Black Hills Highway Associ-
ation who were interested in the site as a tr;ns-continental tour-
ist nttrnction.
2. The Indians residing on the Pine Ridge Reservation
by and large were not ^cqua7nttd with the proposal, but a few
who were acquainted with it were r<:.the;r cool to the idea.
3. There was some difference of opinion locally as to
how the appro^ch roads to the : rea should be hanc:led.
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4. There was some rivalry among the different Indian
bands over the traditional rights to holdings at the Wounded
Knee Battlefield site.
5. There were still many survivors of the battle and,
understandably enough, feeling was still rather high. In this
connection., Mr. Sande suggested that it might be premature to
establish a monumEnt, but the Indians should be consulted.
On the morning of the 19th I drove to the Battlefield
site, 17 mil^s from the agc;ncy, to reconnoitre the area and to
obtain photoc!.r^phs with a Crown Graphic camera.
Having ascertained whE:nce ca.mc the m,,in impetus for the
proposal we correspond::d with Mr. J. E. Sttg r.of Hot Springs,
South Dakota, Executivc, Secretary of the Association, suggesting
that the Regional Historian m&et at some convenient place and
time with him and numerous others who had expressed an int,(:,rest,
as an alternative to the Regional Historian touring South Dakota
and conducting about 40 separate interviews. This plan also
had the advontage of bring--ing various and probably conflicting
or at least J.ncongruous ideas out into the open for discussion,
thus aiding us in solving what promised to be a quite complicated
and delicate investigational problem.
Mr. Steger concurred in this plan, and suggested that
a public meeting be held at Pine Ridge at 10 A.M. on July 29.
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By telephone Mr. Sande concurred in this plan and arranged that
the meeting be held in the American Legion Hall4 Accordingly,
notices were mimeographed and distributed by us to the various
individuals whose names had been supplied us, Letters of invi-
tation were also directed to Senators Case and Mundt and Repre-
sentative Berry,
I arrived at Pine Ridge the evening of July 28, re-
maining there through the 30th. At the appointed hour I ar-
rived at the Legion Hall to find a substantial gathering. At
my suggestion, Mr. Sande presided. The meeting lasted until
noonj then was adjourned for lunch, and resumed at 1 P.M.,
lasting until 3:30 P;M; The numbers in attendance, as well as
the length of the mceting; testify to the intensity of local
::nterest in the proposal; There were at least forty people,
about half Indian and half white presenti but only 30 cf them
signi,d m attendance rc.gister: Communities represented includE:d
Pine Kidgc:, Wounded Knt.ey Martini Denby; Hot Springs; Custer,
Rapid City., and Pierre, South Dakota;
.i; verbatim transcription of the proceedings was
taken by an agency stenographc;r, In the interest of democratic
proccidure everybody was invited to speak their mind and nearly
everybody did. However, since much of the "tEStimonylt was either
repetitious or not Pctually germane to the subject of inquiry, I
submit only a condensed sur.^r.i^-.ry of signifi.cant highlights:
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Regional Historian
-
Mattes explained the neutral role
of the National P^-rk Survice, the object being to gather his-
torical date and obtain the views of all concerned before com-
pleting a report for the consideration of the Advisory Boprd.
The various categories of historical areas and their statutory
bases were mentioned.
William Fire Thunder,_ Secretary of the Og141a Sioux
Tribal Council, spoke on behalf of the Wounded Knee Survivor's
Association, a group of actual survivors and descendants of
non-survivors who have organized for the purpose of securing
compensation for losses and injuries sustained at Wounded Knee.
They expressed four objections or qualms about the proposal:
(1) A grc!pt wrong was p::rpetrated, and it is feared thvt
establishment of a historic site would jeopardize the pending
claims. (2) They object to use of the term "battlefield" since
they regard the affair as a"massacrE." (3) Original reservation
lands have sadly dwindled, and they fenr further encroachments,
such as the withdrpwnl of a large block of land for a historic
site. (4) the result of previous obscrvations and exptrience,
they .fear that any concession rights that might go with c:stablish-
mFnt of a pnrk might go to outsiders rather than to thenselve,s.
Diligent efforts were made by vnr: ous parties to dis-
posi, of all (if these ob joctions. i:s to point 1, SL6 Senator
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Case below. As to point 2, this is crucial in the interpretpti on
of the historical data and could not, of coursc:, be settled at
the meeting. (Practically all present were, of course, either
Lndirns or Indian symprthizors, so the "massacre" viewpoint was
dominant.) As to point 3. I explained that this was not a plot
to acquire more Government land at the expense of the Indians,
that in fact, the proposal did not originate with the Government,
and that in any event, if pKxchance a site wore established, the
acreage involved would be the minimum necessary to properly
interpret the site. As to point 4, I explainod that this
apprehension too wns premature but that, if anything materialized,
Indian prerogatives would surely be recognized within their own
reservation.
Joe E. Steger, representing Chicago-Bl^.ck Hills Highway
Association stnted that his group was organized in 19Lt6 and sought
only the best interests of communities living along U.S. Highwpy
18, which, by tying in with State Highway 50, took tourists from
Sioux City to the Black Hills via the new Fcrt Randall Dam and the
Rosebud and Pine nidae Reserva.ti.on, advertised r.s "the Indipn
Country." Wounded Knee was a notable historic e,vEnt, and the site
should be given nction^1 rocogniticn "so that the Ac.rican people
will want to visit it." :, cornllpry of this proposition is that
the present pc:x rord of 8 mal:s from U.S. 18 to Wounded Knee be
improved so that "the Americon people can visit it." He felt
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that crt:ption of a historic site would be cf benefit to the
Indians in every way.
U. S. Senator Francis Case, the only Congressman prc.sent,
spokc at length on the delicate relptionship of the claims to
creation of a historic site. Since the 75th Congress he has
sponsored bills to provide 41,000 cash indemnity to each victim
of Wounded Knee, and his or her survivcrs. Thus far, the move
has not been successful due to indifference or lack of interest
in some quartc:rs, opposition in c;the,rs; but there is still hcpe.
He felt strongly that the affair was a massacre rather than a
battle, the 7th Cavalry being motivated by r:.venge for the Custer
affair. He expressed the thcught that creation of a histcric
site would be quite fitting to memcrialize the victims, and to
commemorate the event, which is of national significance as the
last fight on the -'imerican continent between red men and white,
and symbclic of the Indian's longing for independence or a return
to the Ad way of life; as symbclizA by the "Ghcst Dance." He
did not believe that a historic site shculd be regarded as a sub-
stitute for indemnification., but rath-r that its creation wculd
focus public and Congrt:ssion^1 attention on the matter, and per-
haps enhance the prospects for indemnifi.crticn.
Mr. Dunne McDowtll) representing Senator Mundt, and
NO. Dean W. Leonard representing Representative Berry expressed
general approbation of Senator Case's vic:wpoint.
9
Bob Lee, reporter for the Rapid City Daily Journal,
who has written some caustic articles and is now writing za bc c;k
about the "massacre," felt that natic^nal recognition "would help
to bring the truth cut into the open." Will H. Spindler, Govcrn-
mcnt teacher at the Wounded Knee day school, who has written bro-
chures on the subject, believed likewise. I interjected the
thought here that historians frequently were not in agreement
on what constituted historical truth, that numerous details of
the Wounded Knee affair were still highly controversial, and that
the act of creating a monument or historic site would not of it-
self guarantee the universal acceptance of one viewpoint as "the
truth."
Despite previous reassurances., apprehension concerning
the proposal were voiced by James Red Cloud, son of the famous
warrior; Charles Blind Man and Dora High White Man, both actual
survivors. All spoke in the Sioux language, Fire Thunder inter-
preting. Matthew High Pine., who owns grazing land at Wounded
Knee, also was concerned. None objected to the proposal itself)
as long as their tribal or personal interests would be protected.
Expressions definitely favorable to creation of a
historic site were voic(^,d by Mrs. Rose Ecoffey, representing
Gold Star Mothers, Mrs. Ethel Merriva.l, member of Oglala Sioux
Council., and Charles Under Baggage, President of the Council.
3.0
Will G. Robinson, Secretary of thc South Dakota State
Historical Society, echoed the sentiment that Wounded Knee was a
national disgrace. However, he felt that there was no point in
pc.rpetua.ting the controversial aspects, vnd that we might as well
be realistic and underst,^nd that the Government will not be intur-
estEd in establishing a monument to °thc; guilt of the U.S. Army."
However, the site could well be presented as a"nationpl memoria.l"
to corLmemorate the lamentably slain, bot:, Indians and soldiers, to
interpret the event utilizing only undisputed facts, and to mernori-
alize the Indians, our 1pte foes, who gave their lives for the
United States in World Wars I and II and Korea.
The political and historical aspects of the case having
been explored, I suggested that an effort be made by the group to
formulate a concrete propos,^l, specifying the type and extent of
the historical area.
My thought as to the possibility of a nirtional historic
site by cooperative .agreement with private or tribal owners met
with little enthusiasm. Senator Case s?id he would favor any
proposition that appeared to promise success) but Mr. Steger seemed
to voice the sentiments of the group when he said that the area
should be in full federal ownership, developed and interpreted by
the N^tional Park Service just like Custer Battlefield. It seemed
immpterial to Mr. Stegcr and others what the site was called) just
so it was in fc:dcrP.l ownership.
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This brought up the problem of land acquisition. I indicated
that purchnse of any lpnd by the Government would be a formidable obstr-
cle whereupon Mr. Clive Gi.lde:rsleeve, storEkteptr and postmaster at
Wounded Knce arose to announce that he owned a portion of the main
battlefield area and would be happy to donate whatever of his land was
needed; and that the Catholic Church owned the other par}^ and could
probebly be prevailed upon to donate li.kcwisE, most of the land in
question being of little practical value. Senator Case declered that
this was probably the most important development of the meeting, since
l^..nd aquisition would not now be an obstacle.
At my request Mr. Sande appointed a committee to meet me at
the Agency office on the following morning to examine the battlefield
terrain in the light of historical maps available in reports by the
Bureau of k'rnt-rjcpn Ethnology and the Secretpry of War (sc:e M-..ps) so
that tentative boundaries for the proposed area could be drawn up on
an intelligent and historically accurate basis. The appointees con-
sisted of Clive Giltrslteve, Father Fuller (SupErior of Holy Rosary
Mission, Pine Ridge Educ^tion<^:,l a^ociety), and Matthew High Pine, all
hnving vested inttre-ts in the lend; Charles Blind Man, representing
the Wounded Knee Survivor's Associrtion; and William Fire Thunder,
representing the Ogl,^la Sioux Tribal Council. On the following day
this group was augmented voluntarily by Will H. Spindlcr, previously
mentioned, and Jpk,. Hcrman and Samuel St^nds, officers of the Tribal
Council.
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On July 30, after preparing a land ownership map with the
Rid of Frank A. Stoldt, tribal i.nterprc:ter, I drove the group to the
battlefield, Blind Man gave a vivid account of the affair as he
remembered it at age 9, conceding that, as the result of the confusion
resulting from gun smoke and scrc,ams, he could throw little light on
the detpils. He was not injured for his mother did not flee with the
others. His version of the locption of the council and various camp
sites agreed entirely with the historical maps.
The "coTl?11ttcE;" reached goneral agrE ement on the minimum
area that should be includ..a in the proposal: twenty acres embracing
the camps and the principal action. Mr. Gildersleeve repeated his
offer to donate five of his !i0 acres, while Father Fuller seemed to
feel that it would be no problem to induce the Pine Ridge Educational
Society to relinquish 15 of their 40. Certain adjcining lands, such
as the dry ravine up which the women and children fled, while actually
part of the battlefield, could conceivably be covered by scenic ease-
ment or cooperative agreement. At least the group felt this would be
a happy srlution.
::ftor obtaining additional photographs with a 616 Kodak, I
return.;d to the agency, where I obtained more land and road data,
and interviewed various individuals including tribal councilmen, and
some who were eyewitnesses of the battle. On July 31, I trnveled to
Rapid City to visit other informants, and thence to Pierre. On the
f,nl.;wing morning, I discussed the matter at length with State Historian
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Robinson, who had refined his ideas on the subject, and handed m(: a
memorandum sugg%,sting an area of about 30 acres, with the fu].lc:vri.np,
tre^tment:
"(1) That the area to be devoted to whatever
c-:ntimcmcrative idea is finally agreed upon
should encompass nbuut the area described
abcve.
(2) That such area be enclcsed in a strcng fence.
(But that .,nly auto gates be placed in the
fence s.^ that the present rcad net would not
be disturbed.)
(3) That the. L--.cation of the verious elements,
tr:•;ps, artille.ry, council area, Indian camp,
cavalry camp, dispcsiticn cf troops, etc., be
m^rkera with suitable brcnze, aluminum cr st--^ne
markers of a. very permanent nature.
(It) Th7t at or near the main entrance a suitable
mcnument, not necessarily lLrge but of a
permanent character be erected,
(5) That cn this markt^r should appear:
(1) The namts of all the soldier dead.
(2) That the names of all Indian dead
ascertainable together with such
an appelation as bravc, old men,
wcman, boy, girl.
(3) That the simple story of what is
undisputed fact be told on this
same mcnument."
Whereas the field investigation invclved contact almost
exclusively with thcse who were of the "massacre" schocl, it should
be emphasized th:!.t this reporter endeavored Pnd did manage to gather
a c3nsiderable b:-.dy of testimcny, frcm manuscripts in the 7th Cavalry
Colloction, and printed reports of the War Department, giving the
reverse or "battle" interpretvtion.
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II. Critical Analysis of the Site
A. Identification of Site
Woundk^d Knee Battlefield lies near the center of the Sw4 of
Suc. 36, T 37 N, R43 W, of the 6th Principal Meridian. The prucise
locz-tion of the battle is clenrly defined on two piibl:ishr.:d maps sk(.tchc
by cyewitnesses. One, compiled by Lt. T. Q. Donaldson, 7th U.S. Cavalr
appears on Plrte XCVII, 14th knnu.a.l Rcport, Bur^:au of Amc.rican it!?nolog.
1892-93. The other, by Lt. S. A. Clorian, :icting Engineer Officer,
Division of the Missouri, appears opposite page 154, Vol. I, of the
Annual Report of the Si:^crc-t.n.ry of War, 1891 (see Maps). The bend in
Wounded Knee Cr(::ek, the dry ra.vinc, the hill and other topographic
features so depicted are unmistakably identical with the site contained
within the present Wounded Knee community. The mass grave, dug followin
the massacre, is prominently evident (see Photo 4), and local residents
report hav;ng found numti^rous battlefield relics in years p^st.
B. Description
Two panoramic phctographs (Nos. 1tnd 2 appended) illustrate
the situation at the site today. The low flat where soldit^-rs and
Indians were camped., and where the initial heavy action took place,
bears evidence of intensive grazing, but is not marred by any intrusive
structures. The Creek follows the same meanders it did 60 years ago,
and the fatal ravine winds away into a barren hillside with nothing
to impair a visual reconstruction of the pursuit except one or two
barbed wire fEnccs. The hill where the four Hotchkiss guns were deploy«
15
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and where most of the Indian victims were hastily buried en m^ssi:,
still dominates the scene. A picturesque Catholic mission has since
been erected on this hill, but it does not scam to viclate the historic
sc::n&. Rathor, it seems to serve as a fitting monument to spiritual
values which still survive the horrors of Indian warfare.
Behind the Church is a small cemetery, which is used toda''IT
for the interment of pari.shionurs. In its center is the mass gr2ve.
This is approximately 8 feet wide and 80 feet long, outlined by a.
concrete strip. At enr end is P white wooden cross 12 feet high.
Alongside the trench is P gray granite monument 9 feet high with
concrete base erected June 17, 1930. The scuth side contains the
following inscription:
"This monument is erected by surviving relatives
and other Ogallala and Cheyenne River Sioux
Indians in Memory of the Chief Big Foot Massacre
Dcc. 29, 1890
Col. Forsyth in command of U.S. Troops.
Big Fcct was a great chief of the Sioux Indians.
He often said "I will stand in peace till my last
day ccmes." He did many gccd and brave deeds for
the white man and the red man. Many innocent
wom6n and children who knew no wrcng died here.
"June 17, 1930 The erecting of this monument is
largely due to the financial assistance of Joseph
Hcrncleud whose father was killed here."
The cthtr three sides list the names of 44 of the Indian warriors killed
here. Evidence of an official cuunt cf the corpses has not been found.
Eastman states that 06 victims are buried hare, including 84 men and
b:::ys, 44 women and 18 smP11 children. (It is known that many of the
16
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slain were taken from the field for private burial by relatives, while
those who died of w:Dunds at Pine Ridge were buried there.) The grave
is kept in decent condition by the survivors and interested residents.
Wh : lF: there in June I f^: und the grave adorned with several small
b:;uquets cf flowers.
lit the time of fight, there were a few small buildings in
the immediate vicinity, including the °Wcundc:d Knee Post Office" which
Blind Man referred to as "Red Iron's St.: re," and a few Indian cabins.
These have all dis^ppcared, but tcday there are numercus structures
c,^mprisi.ng the Wounded Kn66 c,;mmunity, consisting of three churches,
two sch:;;,ls, the Wounc':ed Knee store and post cffice, and several
residences. These are scattered arcund the valley. None of these
structures seem to infringe seriously upon the histeric scene. The
impression gained from a distance is th.:.t of a peaceful pleasa.nt valluy
with nothing but the grave monument to suggest the desolation and the
h(-.rr:-r evident in the hist;.;ric photographs appended to this repr.rt.
Wc;uncied Knee is 17 miles by road frcm Pine Ridge, involving
9 mil(-.s by paved U. S. Highway 18, and 8 miles by a thinly graveled
section line rrTd. Unsurfaced reads Plso lead from Wcunded Knee to
Fa.tesland cast of U. S. 18, and to the interior communities of
Pcrcupine, Kyle, rnc' Ma.nd.; rson (see maps).
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D. Historical Narrative
The rather impressive extent cf Wounded Knee literature
is indicated in the foregoing bibliography. Obviously the whole
story cpnnc;t be brought wi.thin the confines of this report, po.rtic-
ulr-rl,y since sc, much of it involves an exhaustive search fur the
thread of truth in the tanglEd skein of controversy. Our scheme,
therefore, is to present hvre a highly condensed summnry of events
leading up to, and the generally accepted facts of, the encrunter,
fcllowed by a review of points which are c-:^ntrovi;rsi al and which this
reporter will not attempt t^: arbitrate.
Victory at the Little Big Horn was followed by a succession
of defeats, and several principal bands of Teton Dakota. Sioux returntd
to their respective reservations -- the Oglala (Crazy Horse's rnd
Red Cloud's people) to Pine Ridge, the Brules (Spotted TF.il ls people)
to Rosebud, the Two Kettle, Sans :irc and Minniconjou at Cheyenne
River and the Blackfoot Sioux and Hunkpapas (Sitting Bull's people)
at Standing hock. Although many recognized that survival depended
upon adjustment to a white mants civilization, this was an extremely
difficult and painful, almost impossibleq process for those used to
the nomadic buffalo-hunting scalp-lifting culture of the Great P1.^ins.
Rather than degrade himsilf by trudging behind a plow, the onetime
warrior sat in the sun anc'. dreamed of a miraculous rcturn to his
former glory. Thus hc: was ripe for the message of Wovoka, a Novada
Paiute, who promised the advent of just such a miracle, not by war
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but by invocetion of the Gr%^at Spirit through the Ghost dance (Mooney,
764-815). Luring the winter of 1889 delegates from the Sioux visited
this new messia.h, returning in April 1890, with glowing reports. Despit
rur.:enstr^nces of the agent at Pine Ridge, Ghost dancing then bec^mce the
vo.-uc. There was no visible harm or threat in this, thcre wrs no
actual "outbreak" or rebellion, but the agent became agitated by all
the excitement, coupled with rumors of an outbree.k, and he called for
help (Letters, BI:). The War Department, summoned by the President
to assume military responsibility to prevent an jutbreak, responded
with Placrity.
While the Ghost dance w,-.s largely blamcd for what followed,
it was merely a symptom of a deep-s-::a.ted unrest stemming from immediate
local grievances. In his report of 1891, Commissioner Morgan of
Indian Affairs lists no less than twelve "causes of the outbreak"
leading to Woundec? Knee (CI:I, 132-135), which may be boiled down
thusly: (1) a cantankerous mood amonp, the warriors attendant upon
the decay of the old life; (2) reduction in the size of the rescrv.^tion
without fulfillment of governmental promises; (3) hunger, resulting
pprtly from arbitr<^ry curtailment of government rations and partly
from drouth and oth^:r natural disasters; (!t) an onslaught of measles
and other c'istjasc;s, highly fatal among the children, strunpthing an
attitude of defiance; (5) the sudden and seemingly unprovoked invasion
by the military, frighten5n, the Indians; (6) the twin beliefs prevalent
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among the more .f'enatical Ghost-dancers that supremacy of the Indd,-n
racc would soon be revived, and th,^t their "ghost-shirts" would be
invulnerable to bullets.
Of the 26,000 Sioux estimated for 1890, probably 10,000
lived in the contiguous Pine Ridge and Rosebud Reservations and,
although discontent and Ghost-dancing was rife on other reservations
as well, it was here that thE; threat seemed most serious,, and the
agent Royer (a new political appointee), became the most alarme.d.
It was here thr^refc•re that the Army converged in greptest force and
pressure rapidly built up to the boiling point.
On November 17 troops under General ichn R. Brooke were
ordered to advance upon Pine Ridge. On the 19th, the first contingent
arrived from Fort Robinson, Nebraska, and were rapidly reinforced.
By the time Brooke arrived on November 30, a heavy concentration of
forcLs had converged upon Pine Ridge, including eight troops of the
7th Cavalry under Colonel James W. Forsyth. At the same time,, sub-
stantial forces were dispatched to the other reservations unta.l, by
the admission of Major General Schofield, commanding the Army, "nearly
one-half of the infantry and cavalry of the Army, and. some artillery,,"
were concentrated upon the Sioux Reservations, "for which purpose it
was necessary to bring troops from nearly all parts of the country
west of the ► Mississippi River"' (SW, 55). This iron ring, "having
mainly in view the protect-ion of extended settlements surrounding
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the Sioux R.es^:.rvaticn against c'.estructi on by hostile Indians," w^s
under the control of General Nelson .. Miles, Commanc'.er, Milit^.ry
Lep^rtr-ient of the Missouri, the conqueror of Geronimo, Chief Joseph,
an:'. S;.tting Bull.
With the apperrance of the troops, scme 3000 erstwhile
Ghost-c'.ancErs,lcc! by Short Bull and Kicking Bear, fled to the Fa^llan.'s
northwest of ^ihite River. This further widened the chasm of misundor-
stanc'ing for, despite alarms to the contrary) this was not a hostile
movement, but a stampede cpusEd by panic; while neither was the Pr-'vance
of the troops, properly spc:aking, a hostile movement, for they came
only at the urgent insistance of the Indian agent, and with no plan
in niinc' save to pr^;serve law and orc'e;r.
During the forepart of December there were no appreciable
clashes between solc'.i^-rs Inri.ans. Things seemed to be quicting
c::wn, and it was ac' Judged by the military to be an auspicious time
to remove an incarcerate the most conspicucus of the agitators.
Prominent a.mcng thcse was Sa.tting Bull, the famous irreoonc5lable
antagonist, who was al1EFTe(' to be fomenting rebellion at his camp
on Grand RivLr, some 40 miles from Fort Yates, the Stancing Rock
1-Guncy. On December 15, in an attempt by Indian police to arrest the
old chief, Sitting Bull and 9 follewtrs, and 6 of the pclice were killed.
When cavalry riAnforcemc;nts rode up, many of Sitting Bull's band fled
southward toward Cheyenne ::iv,ar (Mooney, 854-864; McLaughlin, 194-222).
Thi..s was the prrim prelude to Wounded Knce.
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ititith the news of Sitting Bull's demise, the Oglala and
Brule Sioux in the Badlands seemed to understand which way the wind
blew, and they started to drift sullenly but without hostile action
ijack toward Pine Ridge Agency. The danger zone now seered to be in
the Cheyenne River Reservation where Sitting Bull's malcontents were
joining up with Ghost-dancers Hump and Big Foot, both chiefs having
a following of around 1100 each. Hump, considered to be the greatest
threat, came into Fort Bennett meek as a lamb through the intercession
of his old friend, Captain E. P. Ewers of the 5th Infantry, and the
majority of the Sitting Bul.l refugt:es were likewise induced to come
in peacefully. About fifty., however, joined Big Foot.
Big Foot or Sitanka now became the problem child of the
War Department (SInl, 194-238). Lt. Col. E. V. Sumner was assigned
the ticklish task of keeping watch on his village a few miles below
the fork of Cheyenne Rivc-r. On December 21, the band, numbering
around 340, was induced to start toward Fort Bennett, but Big Foot
protested the injustice of this move. Sumner, now ready to use force,
was informed in the evening of December 22 that Big Foot's band had
decamped southward towsrd the Badlands. It is believed that this
flight was influenced by news that Sumner would soon be reinforced
by Colonel Merriam, moving up from Fort Bennett, and rumors that the
soldiC^rs would use force. It is also apparent that Big Foot's plan
w^s to reach Pine Ridge ahead of the troops, and seek the protection
of the once powerful Chief Red Cloud (McGregor, 48).
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Acting on orders to intercept Big Foot, Major Whitside
of the 7th Cavalry came up with him at Porcupine Butte just west of
t^^e Badlands, demanded an unconditional surrender which was at once
given, and on December 28, the Indians were escorted to Wounded Knee
Creek, camping as directed. General Brooke at once sent Colonel
Forsyth to join Major Whitside and assume command. The guard now
consisted of 8 troops of the 7th Cavalry, 1 company of Cheyenne scouts,
and 4 pieces of light artille,ry (Hotchl,iss guns) with a total force of
470 men, .^.gz.inst 106 warriors under Big Foot. Before his surrender,
Big Foot had sent a scout-;.n; party on a futile search for Kicking Bear's
camp in the Badlands. This group thus narrowly missed certain death.
By this time Kicking Bear and the Pine Ridge fugitives had returned
to the vicinity of that agency.
On December 29, preparations were made to disarm the Indians
before escorting them to Pine Ridge and then by railroad out of the
territory. This was a most unwise and fatal error, for the Indians
had shown no inclination to fight, whilr, on the other hand they regarded
their guns as their means of livelihood, and their most cherished
possessions. Between the Indian tipis, where a white flag was hoisted,
and the soldiEr's tcnts, was the council ring. On the rise was posted
the battery trained directly on the Indian camp. The troops were posted
in two cordons, one immediately surrounding the council ring, the other
at a distance of four hundred yards.
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The warriors did not comply readily with the request for
disarmament, so a detachment of troops was sent to search the ti.pi.s,
rt^turning with about 40 rifles, mostly in poor condition. Now tension
mov.ntc:d, for in the search, the soldiers found it necessary to overturn
fIrniture and discomrtode women and, children; while on the other h,^nd
the ot'ficErs becamc concerned that the Indians still concta.lc:d firea.r,ns.
r1^-rnwhile a medicine-man had been circling among the bravc;s, blowing
on an Ea.gle-whistle, allegedly urging r.IsiRtance and reminding them of
their invulnerable ghost-s'?irts. The searchers now attempted to search
the w^rr;.ors. Suddenly the medicine rr,^..n threw a handful of dust in
the air, a young Indi^.n'c'_r-w out his rifle and it was discharged
(either acci.c:entally or on purpose), and the soldiers instantly replied
with ^ volley into the mass of assembled warriors. A brief, but
frightful, hand to hand struggle ensued, with rifle, knife, revolv(:;r,
and war club all wielded murftrously.
At the first si.^nal the Hotchkiss guns trained on the camp
opened fire, dealing havoc among the women end children, there gathered
to observe the procec:d.i ngs. In a few moments over 50 ec:l.diers and 200
Indians., men, womtn, and children., wF:rc lying dead or wounded on the
ground, the ti.pis were bi-,.rn-ing, and Indian survivors w,^re running in
panic to the sht,lttr of the. r^.vinc;, pursued by the seldiErs and followed
up by P. raking fire from the :Iotchkiss gun. The bodies of women and
children were fcunc' scattered along a distance of two milcs from the
scene of the caicountc:r.
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News of the struggle quickly reached General Brooke at Pine
Ridge and the thousands c,f Indians there encamped lately returned from
the Bp.dlands. The latt^::r, aroused to a frenzy, assumed a hostile
atti.t^^de. One band of Brules menaced the troops at Wounded Knue and
rcscued some fuf*itivLs, while nnothcr band under Two Strikus attacked
the Arc;ncy itself, being repulsed by Indian police, and then withdr^win,
to a positicn on White Clpy Creek. Mc:anwhile, the 7th Cavalry loaded
woundc.d troops and lnc:ians on wagons and painfully made their way back
to Pine Ridge where mission buildings were turned into hospitals. On
the f:,llowi.ng fty, D::ctmb:_r 30, hostiles attacked an Army supply train
near the Agency, and were later engaged by troops at the Drexel Mission.,
five miles north of Pine Ridge, with minor casualties.
The soldier ci,3ad of Wounded Knee were transported and buried
<:t the Agency, on the de.y of the battle. On New Years Dpy, 1391,
following a blizzard, a detachment of trc.ops was sent to Wounded Knce
to gather up and bury the Indian dead. The bodies covered with snow
were found massed near the council ring and scatttred along the rivcr.
Some wcmen and children were f.:.und alive, but all badly wounded and
frczen, and most of thorn soon died. A lcn; trench was du^ and the
bodies, stripped of their ghost-shirts by souvenir-hunters, were
arranged lilt(.; sardines in the pit. There were no funeral se:rvicus, no
ceremony of any kind. A year later Mooney (879) found that the Indians
had urt:cte:l a wire fence around the trench and smeared the posts with
s-?.rr%u(., rtd medicine paint.
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All symptoms of Indian hostility swiftly collapsed after
Woundt,c'. Kne6. Convinced thr.t resistance was hopeless --:nc? impressed
by the friendly overtures of General Miles and the persuasion of
f'ricn:ily chiefs, all Tn'-.i.p.ns involved in the "outbreak" had surrcnO.cred
by January 16. The tcnsi on was m,-.rkedly relievt:d by the replacement
cf civilian agents by respected rrmy offic(-.rs, and the early appr-
pri^ticn by Congress of funds to cpxry out previcusl,y ignered trcaty
cbliqe.ti c;ns .
The mil? t,-r,y c,nn,-i~n in wcstc:rn South Dakota had lasted
32 Oays at a tctal r:z.pensv of s::me *1,200,000. Total casualties
are described as three officers and, 26 enlisted men killed, four
officers and 38 enlisted men wounded, of which Wounded Kne(.-. contributed
one officer and 24 solders ki.lled, and two officers and 32 men wUunC'ed.
The Indian loss cannot be accurately co,zputed, but it appears th:+t
well over 300 Indians died during the hostilities, at least 250,
including the women and children receiving mortal wounds at Wounded
Knee ( M-x,ney, 891-892).
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E. Controvzrsial Aspects of Wounded Knee
It is not possible to appraise the national significance
of Wounded Knee on the basis of stark, undisputed facts alone. We
must consider briefly the numerous controvtrsial elements, not with
the view of sitting in a court of moral judgment, but in order to
discern clerrly the two distinct and violently opposed schools of
thought, and the difficulties involved in attempting to ascertain
"all, the facts" of a s:tu^tJon colored by an emotional rainbow.
It might be safLly stated that an unbiased account of
Wounded Knce is an impossibility, for any statement one makes is npt
to imply a moral judgment which will be swiftly pounced upon by advocates
of the side impugned. Finrlly, since all honest men are u.nalt,:;rPtly
opposed to bloodshed, and there was plenty of it at Wounded Knee, all
men (including historipns!) when exposed to the subject seem promptly
to take ^ resolute stand against somebody involved in the fracas.
The Indians and their sympathizers (who apparently constitute
the heavy majority of intcrested citizens) regard Wounded Knee cis a
massacre, incident to an unwarranted invasion of their reservation by
the United States Army, not necessarily premeditated, but at least
the result of flagrant mish^;:idling and an inflamatory predisposition
on the part of the troops, and perpetrated with a gusto and a lack
of discrimination as to age or sex which circumstances hardly seemed
to warrant. The Krmy and its adherents represent the affair as a more
or less pitched battle precipitated treacherously and wantonly by the
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Indi^ns, a cha.ptcr in a full scale Indian war, in which the tro^)-ps
ecquitted themselves with vnlor, if not with courtesy. "The truth"
of the mp t.tcr is lost somewhere in the chasm seper:A-ng these two
vt^.rsicns, not necessarily in the middle.
In the first place, was there an actual uprising of hostile
Iridians? The marked unrest caused by r.iount"ng grievances coiipl(:d with
the frenzy of the g'•iost-d^nc^xs suggested to the agents the thr,-.rt
of an outbreak, but no outbreak nctii,.:l_l.y occurred. Rumors coupled with
horrendous not'ons of tliv aioux tcmp,^r^m,^nt fed a panic among the
nearby settlr.mi;nts, but , i't(_r th:_ dust settled it was found that no
settlers were ki:llcd, scalp:.d, or in any way molested (Colby;
Moonr:y, P.92). The Sioux nt-;vcr left their re:s^.rv::tions.
The milit,^ry accounts are replete with the tcrm "hostiles"
but most writers agree that the initial movement of several thousand
Indians to the Badlands was simply a stampedu caused by panic at the
appe,,rance of massc;d troops. Si.mi_1<zrly, big Foot's retreat from
C;ieyer:ne Rivcr is represented in dispatch:1s as a move to 11join the
hostiles" in the B^dlands, but civilian writers point out that Big
Foot, f^,aring vio].encE or at luast captivity from the military., was
seeking asylum among fellow refugees and, failing that, to accept the
hospitality of Red Cloud at Pine Ridge.
Writing in the same v,!lLTie, Schofield and Miles contradict
each ether on the size of the Sioux threA. The formur consider that
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'no considurablc; numb;;r of t:_:am had seriously intended to engage in
hostilities against the United States," while the latter report has
it that as a result of "the conspiracy" eight states "were liable tc
be cv:.rrun °?y a hungry wild mad horde of savages " W, 55, 144).
Prncti.caily all of the accounts agrue that hostilities that did take
place followed the pressure of tightening cordon tactics of the trocps,
and at no time except Lrme:diately after Wounded Knee did the Indians
initiate hostilities. Then where was "the war?" Eastman (34) and
Watson allege that it was an invf•nticn of "war correspondcnts" who
were sent in droves to Pine Ridge by big Eastern dailies, whose
readers thi.rsttd Or gory dctails.
There is a slight discrepancy in the picture we get of Big
Foot. Hc was F. very surly and treacherous Indian (McCormick). He was
wise, mild-mannered, peaceful, devoid of warlike spirit (McGregor, 15).
There is general agroement thot, throughout December 29, he was flot on
his back, being seriously ill with pneumonia before the fight, and riddl,
with bullets thereafter.
Big Foot's band of some 300 men, women, and children are pictu7
by McCormick as despEradoes, a band of fana-tics, inflamed to the point
of insanity by religious ze;al, who stubbornly refused to cooperate with
Forsyth's demands. McGregor (73) describes them as poor bewildered
pcople, cold, hungry, and fatigued, whose every word and act was one of
peace and submission. He points out that if Big Foot had the remotest
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idea of fighting he could have done so to great advantage at Porcupine
:^:tte. Also, it was net customr^.ry for Indians to involve their
fam;.li:.s in hand to hand combat with superior armed forces.
^-:ost agree that Big Foot surruncierc:d recdily enough to Whi tsi,
arid bivcu^.cked peacefully enough Pt Wounded Knee crossing. What ha.ppkvn^
on the morning of December 29? With over 400 surviving eyewitnesses
one would think that a coherent account would emerge. There was a pErle.
Afnvolving thetctn.l surrender of we,-pons, and here is where the nccounts
go off in all dircct'.ons. '.lost agree that the Inditns were reluctant
to w^.rt with their guns, but they did stack up about 40 of them.
The surviving Indians unanimously claim that 40 guns were all
they had and that they were relieved of all other wt?pcns as well, in-
cluding sharp-pointtd utensils from the tipis (McGregor, 108-128) and
Miles himself asserts that a pt7,rscnal search of 20 or more warriors just
before the upheavel revealed no additional w^:apons (Eastman, 39). Most
writers, even the quite sympathetic Mooney (869), accept, the idea that
the Indians either managed to ret^in some guns or grabbed some in a
hurry from the stockpile, and also somehow had access to a few handy
knives and wnrclubs. i,:cC,,^rmick clnims that the Indians had all kinds of
guns and other lethal instruments, which had been mainly c^-.ncealed under
bl^nkets, when the fight startt^d.
Just what precipitated the disaster? Although Chancy L'lue
r•:rm (McGregor, 137) reports that he did not hc:^r n gun "before the big
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crash cr;PE. from the sold.it:rs," most accounts a.krse that -. single
shot was firt^d by r.n Indian. Mooney (869) srys, and Turning Hawk
and Spotted Horse a.grt.t: (CIA, 180) that a young Indian fired at the
sc:lc;i;.:rs, and Father Craft is alleged to testify that "Indians fired
first. The troops fired only when compelled to." However, othc.rs
state thpt this shot was accidental, caused when two soldicrs strrtcd
scuffling with the Indian for pcssEssicn of his gun, (P'Lilts, in Eastm^n,
41), which Ltwcy Be.,,rd claims the Indian was starting to put down in
the pile. Mej^r :IllEn (Eastman, 1;1) snys this first bullet went herm-
lessly int,-; the stockpile of old guns.
tamcst instantly after this first shot there was a thundcrous
i
blast cf rifle fire , clouds of smoke and a general sprawling cf bodies.
This blast stands out vividly in the memcry of the survivors (McGregor).
Just before the blast thQre was a loud camm?nd, says Richard iifrpi.d of
ciawlc. The s::ldicrs sc:c.mc d to have taken instantaneous rction, without
orders, says i°iajor 1.11E:n ( E^stman, 1:1). The big volley was 1'rrm the
sol6ii^rs, who must then have killed hPlf of the concentrated wrrriors,
says °-Iccncy (859). "1-10," says McCc;^rmick, quoting Major Whitside., "the
first volley was from the IndiF.ns, who fired at least 50 times before
the troops retalic^+.,--ad"1
i:ccording to McCormick and Remington, scldiers tcstificd that
an old medicine man h^.d been haranguing the Indians and that the tenor
of his speech was that their ghost shirts were invulnErable to bullets,
and that they could therefore resist the personal search with impunity,
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When he stcoped down and threw a handful of dust in the air, this was
recognized by an officer as a hostile gesture and became the sf.gnal for
general shooting by the 1ndians. Mooney (868-69) identifies the
m^-rzicine man as Yellow Bird., and accepts the story of his actirn, but
ht-Ads to the belief that only one irresponsible Indian ff.red. ur•:-:n this
signal bEfcre the soldiers 'v.:11Ey. If, however, as Mili:;s and i..llen have
it (Eastmnn, 41) this lc-nu shot was the accidental result of a scuffle,
then cf course ',here would be no r^^em for a fatal "signrill' by Yellow
Bird. Eastman scoffs at the whole id(--e-., poinVng out that the women
and children, who wore no ghcst sh--^.rts, were under the muzzles of the
Hotchkiss guns, and asserting that, if indeed there was a harangue
and. a c:ust-thrr.wing, it must have been an invocation for supernatural
aid, which was misunderstood or dist:^rted by the interpreter. The
numerous Indian witnesses (McGregor) mention no medicine man.
In any event, blr-cdy chaos cnsued with all available guns,
including the Hotchkiss machine gun on the hill, going into action.
It is incontrovertible that most of the 300 Indians and about 60 of
about 400 soldiers were killed or wounded. Over half of the IndJan
warriors and practically all of the sulditr casualties were stacked up
around the council ring. Gcrpses of cther warriors and the old men,
wemcn, and children were found w;.thin the wider radius of the c£:np,
and along the ravine (sr.e naps), up which non-c,:-:nb,^tants were pursued
and sl.-in for a. distance of two milcs. With st:; much blood spill(,-d.in
a. struggle between f r,rce:s s,-. unevenly matched., several neat moral issues
(nc:t normally eligible ff-)r cons idc;rrtic:n in open w,-rfr.re) ^rise. The
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principal issuEr-concern the treatment of wcnen and children. Here is
where chasm between the two interpret^%:ti ons is widc.st.
Mconey (870), who in every respect tries hard to be imp^rtial,
finds the Indians responsible for the engagement because the first shot
was fired by one of their number, and justifies the answering volley by
the scldie;rs. He defends Colcnel Forsyth from charges of inhumnnity,
and "in justice to a brave r^:giment" points cut that many of the troops
were raw recruits who had never been under fi.rc, who were maddened by
the spi.ctacle c:' their corirn.dEs l death, and were "probably unable in tht
ccnfusion to distinguish between men and women by their dress." However
he finds that "the wholts^-•le slaughter of women and children w,-s
unnecessary and inexcusable. There can be nc question that the pursuit
was simple a massacre," General Miles (Eastman, 41) acknowledged that
"a massncre occurred." The heavy m,". jc=rity of writers side with Miles.,
s':c;cnEy, :^IcGrcgcr, and the Indian survivors in agreeing that this part
of "thc- battle" at ltzr•st was "a massacre" (Vestal, 305; Wellma.n, 237,
South Dakr:ta Guide, 343). Sc;me, while avoiding the guilt-1^den word
itself., clearly imply a massacre by such phrases as "hunted out like
animals and shot" (Frink, 6). it least one writer (Lee) refers to the
"Wounded Kn,^.e Crime." One corollary incident was ncted, tending to
bolster the moral indignation of the "massacre" school. Some Indian
wounded were li^ft to die in the field in zero weather.
:xcerr?ing to the 7th Cavalrymen, the then Secretary cf War,,
and the U.S. .rmy r:fficia.lly, there was no massacre. There was P. battle
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prtcipitntcd by the trLa.chc^;ry of the lnd.ians. Women and children were
ki llF:d, regrettably, but un,^vAdably.
McCormick, historian for the 7th C^.va.lry, differs with thQ
stanr4zrd accounts at almost every turn, (and offers details t•hr-t a.rE,
n:-:t suppcrtt.d by cthtr known sources). He infers, in the first pl.-c(,,,,
that treachery was premeditated by the band as a wh(.le, stating that
during the council the squaws were furti.vr:ly saddling pcnies, hitching
teams, ,>tc., ^.nd thf!t "at the first shot the squaws 1E^,ped in the
wag^Dns and drovc out ( f thci.r village.," being followed by their men,
Thereupon "thrue troops mcuntc:.c? and set out at a gallop, and a running
fight t-:ck place with thcse Inc?i^.n bucks for two or three miles."
Women and children were killed only because of their proximity to the
struggle with the men. Many (continues McC(.-.rmick) were kill(---d by the
Indians themselves when they firod their initial volley, with unfortunat'-
cc.:nscqut,nc^;s to the la.tt•cr. Ccntra.ry to all other accc.unts, which have
the Hctchkiss guns m;. wi nm down the camp at cnctE, McCcrmick states that
theAll- did not open up until the battlE was well under way. I':.11 wounded
Indians were frigiven the b^.st a.ttcnti,-1n pc^ssible and taken with us to the
agency.n
Crucial t,-. an unC"-. rstan(-,ing of the affair.. and pertinent to
the qu::stion of military judgrae,nt, is the puzzle of the de,?d)ncl wounded
s:lc:itrs. The survivors (i^icGrc^g(,r) insist that the Indians were relieved
of P-11 wc:ap,;ns, including guns as well as instruments, sharp or blunt,
r,nc claim that these soldiers were killed accidentally by the excitement
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of their cc,mra.c:es, particularly in the first v^.,llcy when scldj(:rs wc:re;
ringed closely nr: unc' the warriors. 111cst historians take it frr
granted that the Indians had some weapons which they must have ustA
frecly. They conceivably managed to retain a few weapons in spite of
the sunrch, and possibly grabbed a few from tho stcckpilc;. HowLv{.r,
there sL-ams to be strc,ng exp^:rt backing for the Indians ccntenti:n
that soldiers killed each othEr. Captain C. S. Ilslc^y, Captain -.'.I.lyn
Caprr;n, .ssistant Surgecn Ch^)rlcs B. Ewing (McGrc:gor, 914-95) and General
Miles (Eastman, 39) are all qu-at.cd to the effect that the troops were
imprcperly c^isposed, anr.'. that in :'i.ring they ExecuteLl each other.
Because, in his judgment, "the action of the ccmmcncjingy
officer was most reprehe,isible" (Eastman, 39), Miles relieved Colonel
Fcrsyth of his ccmmencf. However, he was soon vindicated by Redfield
Prcctc;r, Secretary of War, acting on official testimony presented to
him, a.rid the reccnunEnc'rticn of Majcr GcnE.ral Schofield. In his
directive of February 12, 1891, Procter finds that the Indians were
desperadoes bent upon a destructive raid upon the settlements, that they
attacked on m,-sse, killing nicrrT of their cwn people, as well as soldiers
then mingling with women and ehilc'ren, to the detriment of the latter.
In the confusion it was difficult to distinguish buck from squaw. Some
women and children w(:.re unavcidably killed and wounded, "a fact univers,--
re^rc:ttec by the 7th Cavalry...^" However, several instances (not
specified) of humanity in the saving of women and children were noted.
NA a single man of the cc;run^nc:; was killed by his fellows. The arrange-
ment of the tr, nps dccs not require s.d.v(.,rse criticism on the pprt ;.-)f the
War Department (citeOi by McCormick).
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Since Proctor's pronouncement, the War Department has
stoutly and consistently denied that there was any massacre. Of.f.;ciall;,
it was an honorable wartime engagement. It was no ordinary engagement
however. It was a battle of heroic proportions, in the Army's view.
The Medal of Honor, the highest award for valor this nation can bestow,
was received by no less than eighteen soldier participants in the fight
at "Wounded Knee Creek." The citations ring with such phrases as the
following: "twice voluntr^ril,y rescued wounded comrades under J'ire of
the enemy; distinguished gallantry; bravery in action; killed a hostile
Indian at close quarters," :±c., (Medal of Honor). This medal was
distributed somewhat more generously on this occasion than was the custc
during World Wars I and IT.
Just one point remains. Senator Case is convinced that the
"massacre" was motivated by a desire on the part of the 7th Cavalry
to avenge its defeat of 1876 at the Battle of the Little Big Horn.
Mooney suggests no such thing, and of course it is not to be found in
official accounts. Neither does it appepr in any of the affidavits of
the Indi•a.n survivors (McGregor). The revenge motive is suggested by
Wellman (236-7)-- "It was what the 7th Cavalry was waiting for. This
was too good a chance to miss". It is asserted by Eastman -- "Custer's
old command had a grudge to repay" -- to account for the seemingly w,-.Intol
killing of innocents. This allegation, however,. sEema°'actu.ally theory
rather than a statement of fact. One unidentified officer is reported
to have said, "Now we have avenged Custer's death," in a statement C'f
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the Rev. C. S. Cook, a half breed clergyman of the Episcopal Church,
made at a h^!irini7 in Washin:_ton, D. C., February, 1891 (tideliman) 237).
Outsic,e of this one bit of thirc' hPnd. evi c.ence, who can say what went o
in thc; mi.n:'s of the 7th Cv.valrymen at dawn of December 29, 1890? There
is no evi.r'ence of a sinister plot by either party; but it is not unlike:
that at this little i:.rmageddon of the Rec. Kan the Fhosts of sevcrul olr^
fallen heros stalked somburly - not only Custer, but also FEttr:rma.n,
GrPttan, Little Thunder, Crazy Horse, and Sitting Bull!
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III. Park Data
Ownership
:.bout 20 acres fall within the area tentatively r^.comrien:_eca
by the committee of July 30. Of these, 5 acres are owned by Mr. Cly-,e
Gil:'c.:rslk:eve, mt:rchant of Woundec' Knee, who has maCe a public oi'f,r to
c?.ona.te. The remaining 15 acres are owned by the Pine Ridge Eftcotionnl
Socivty, a Catholic organization. Revc-,rend Fullar, President of the
Society., has indicated in a letter of September 16 to us, a willingness
to donate or sell at merely nominal cost. Those portions of adjacent
lands that P re important to an interpretation of the battle, particularly
the rr.vine and the mrss i7rave, could be protected by cooperative aE!ree-
ments with other 14nd owners, principally the Catholic Church and Indian
allott^.(^;s ( see Maps).
B. l,ppr<zised Value
The lands in qui^,stion are useful only for limited grrnzing
but because of their location in the Wounded Knce community might
have potential value for r(^si.dential use. No expert appraisal of the
land vplui: was obtaintd, in view of the donation offers. Howcvcr, it
is b^:li.EvEd that the present value of this land would be in the ncighbor-
hood of to $25 per acre.
C. Ccndition of Lands
The lands Embraced within the tentatively proposed area are
clear of inprovements, except for cattle fences and agraveled road at
the east end (see Maps and Photos).
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D. nccessibility
U.'S. Highway 18 is a high standard oil-surfaced road, but
the stretch of 8 milts lcp.ding north to the battlefield (or "scene of
the m^ssacre") is narrow, rutty, and only thinly surfaced with rrpvc;1.
Clouds of dust trail the traveler in fair wea.thr..r. ALfter rain it is
reputed to be passable only with difficulty. Much complaint about the
condition of this road is now voiced by local residents. It is
reasonably certain that establishment of a national site would accentupt.
the demands for road improvement by the Federal Goverr:ment. The Bureau
of Indian hffairs is pres<:ntly r^;sponsible for the maintenance of this
road, but has no prospect of funds for improvement.
E. Suggested Development
If the site were to be established as a national historic
site in ncn-federal ownrrship, it would be sufficient to provide suitahl
sipns and markExs, with little recurring cost to the Government. Howcv(^:l
in federal own(:rship, if handled in a manner similar to existing nntionz,:
monuments, Wounded Knee would conceivably require a substantial physical
,
improvement program and sizeable recurring annual appropri,^ticns.
Because of the indefiniteness of the proposal, no attempt is made, here
to estimate the-:se costs, or the cost of improving, the approach road.
F. Relation to National Park Service nreas
Wounded Knee would fit administrntively into the constellption
of Black Hills nreas ( 'rJi.nd Cave, Mount Rushmore, Badlands, Devils 'rowcr,
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Jewel Crve) administered by a coordin,^tinr sup::rintEndent stationed
at Rapid City.
Thc;re are two areas now in the National Park System which
are r(.^l?tE:d to Plains Indian warfare--Custer Battlefield N:?tion^1
Monument, scene of the Ba.ttle of the Little Big Horn of June 2"-'-2(,,
1876; and Fort Laramie National Monument, where remains of the impcrtr,nt
military post of 18lt9-1890 are preserved. Both areas are related in
some degrte to - W::undcd Knee, Fort Laramie was a cc:nmon r-atl:eri np. place
for the Sioux ( p^rti.cularl,y the Oglalas and Brules) when the *4orth
Platte Valley was thcir h<bi.tr.t, before their final move (in 1871) to
the Pine RidCe country. The bloody af.fair of the Little Bit Horn is
generally considered the climactic battle of. Plains Indian wa.t 'Lare, a
Pyrric victory for the Sioux which prtcipitated their final subjuf-r.+tion,
the trail which ended forever at ;dounded Knee.
Indian warfare (but not of "the Plains") is the thf^mc! at
one other area in Region Two--Big Hole Battlefield National Monument.,
in western M(:nt.-.na.
Badlands National Monument in South Dakota is the nearest
existing area of the Service to Wounded Knee. Big; Foot's band crossed
this area on its flight fr.--m Cheyenne River before capture by the 7th
Cavalry.
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G. Related Historic Sites
Within the Pine RidCe Reservation there are no other important
historic sites in any way designated. Pine Ridf.^e itself is of consid-
(.rnblc historic interest because of its key role in the reservation
history of the Oglala Sioux. This reservation is one c.f the 1<.i ^:.st
and most heavily populpted of the Indian reservations and the Sirux
(p?rtly because of their historic prowess as warriors) are populprly
regarded as amcnr, the most c;.:lorful iimtri.can Indians. nt Pine Rid?e,
which is somewhat l^r;_:er than the typical a;,ency, there is) in addlition
to the government plant, a. large industrial school and a handicrafts
shop and museum. The site of the home of RLd Cloud, famous war chief
of the Oglalas (whc.. offered only passive rc;sistonce durinp the W,-:und(:d
Knee; disturbance) is the only historic fLature marked.
The State of South Dakota has historic markers at the sites
cf the battlefields of Slim Buttes (1876) and Whitestc-ne Hill (1855)
and at the Roe V;.lla.;-e on the 14isscuri RivEr besieged by LL-avenworth
in 1823, but there are no markers at Wounded Knee..
Mcmc:ria.l
Notice shculd be given here to the abortive Sioux Indian
proposed in the 1930's by citizens of Chadron, Nebraska, for
lc:catic:n in Chadron State Pc:rk; and to the current project privately
promoted by the sculptcr 7iclkcwski (with encourar;:ment from Senator
Case and State Historian Robinson) for a gigantic mountain statue of
Crazy IIorse, near Custer, Sk.uth Dakota, as a memorial to the heroic
Sieux warrior who was the archetype of the wild American Indians.
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Photo No. 3
Wounded Knee Battlefiold. Vicw to southeast toward
Catholic Mission on hill whorc Hotchkiss guns were
emplaced. Soldier camp and principal action at left,
middle distance.
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Photo No, It
Mass grave behind the Catholic Mission where Indian
victims of Woiznded Knee were tniried on January 1, 1891.
.,,
.
:±j
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Photo No. 5
^,, •
. ^ .. ' . . ..
"Committee" at Wounded Knee monument, July 30, 1952. Left to
right: Jake Her;:ian, Oglala Sioux Council; Father Fuller, Holy
Rosary Nission; Charles Blindman, President, Wounded Knee sur-
vivors Association; Matthew High Pine., Wounded Knee; William
Fire Thunder, Oglala Sioux Council; Clive Gilderslecvc, Wounded
Knee; Will H. Spindler, Wounded Knee; Samuel Stands,, 0 glala
Sioux Council.
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Photo No. 6
Pine Ridge, South Dakota, agency for the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation, 17 miles by present road from Wounded Knee. Pine
Ridge was the center of military operations during the "Ghost
Dance War."
Photo No. 7
Historic site in Pine Ridge. The agency police station now
occupies the site. Red Cloud was a great war chief of the
Oglalas but was not actively hostile at the time of Wounded
Knee. In background is American .Legion Hall, scene of the
July 29 meeting.
1
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Photo No. 8
Supt. E. S. Luce, Custer Battlefield Kational Monument, identifies
four of these figures as follows: Seated--Major Samuel M. Whit-
side (left); Colonel James W. Forsyth (center). Standing--lst
Lieut. John C. Ore-sham (second from right); ].st Lieut. William J.
Nicholson (third from right).
Photo No. 9
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Photo No. 12
Photo No. 13
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V. Conclusions
We are now in a pcsitic.n to summarize the points havin^7 a
bearing on the question of nr ticnal si gni.fica.nct.
1. Research fails to disclose any sites to contest the clni.m
that. Wounded Knee was the last important clash between red men and whitt
on the North tlmerican continent.
2. Rcsen.rch also su`Frests that in number of fatalities it was
probably the bloodiest engai-ement in the nnnals of Plains Indian war-
fare (betw^.en 300-330). The only rival in this respect was the Battle
of the Little Big Hrrn, with 263 of Custer 's forces dead ( according to
Superintendent Luce), an indeterminate number cf Indians killed.
3. The highly ccntroversial aspccts of Wounded Knee reflect
not only gross discrepancies in the evidence but passions engendered by
peracnal tragedy, group loyalties, and a certain amount of free-flostinF
mcral sentiment, While obscuring the search for facts, these verbal
projccti^:ns of the battle have kept Wounded Knee vividly alive through
the decades. If the climax of the trapcdy was played at the Little Big
Horn, the final ineradicable agc-nizing scene before ringing down the
curtain, the denouement of the bitter cLnturie^s-old racial conflict,
was played at Wounded Knee.
4. In a literal sense, W;;unded. Knee, the disp.strcus but
prcbably preventable upshot of a disturbance brought on by religious
mania, was itself only an incident without histcrical import or effect
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beyond the shock to the Indian and to whites alike., with resultent
improv,_mcnt ( some say only temporary) in the handling of conteripornry
Indian affairs, and the enrichment of romantic liturature ( see Neihnrdt'
"Song of th^ Messiah").
5. In a wider sense, Wounded Knee is hirhly symbolic and
therein li_Gs, in the opinion of this report^_.r, its strongest claim to
n^tiona.l rc;cognition.. In the blcod-bath of Wounded Knee the era of
aboriginal r,:;vclt ccmc to a tr<^i^ic and devastating finish, the Era of
peaceful racial relations br:;F-an. Since 1891,- despite great cultural
barriers, friendship has prevcilod. Young men of the Sioux, descendant:,
of proud nomadic ca.-1e-plume;d warriors) have since acquitted themselves
with conspicuous gallantry in the Spanish-i,merican W,-r, Worlc'. Wnrs IPri,
II, and in Korea. '^kunded Knee, the place where ancient animosities ho'
their last violent sway, is also a milt:stc.ne in the history of race re-
lftiens, demonstrating the futility of settling racial arCuments by com-
bz.t, and the urc^cnt need for acceptance c,f social responsibility,
6. If Wounded Knee is considered to have merit as an
appropriate site for a monument ccr:vnienorating the-, era of peaceful
rel^tions between red man and white, the quusti on night logically arise,
why sulect an event r^l.^t^Ld to the Sioux Indians and lying within a
Sioux resErvatic;n, instead of sulecting a site which mii;ht be more
nearly commemorative of all Indian tribf;s. No historic sitep which
would logically represent all i•mErican Indian tribes is known to this
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repc rttr. On the ^Ahur hand, two considerations suggest the lcric
cf selecting a site on a Sioux Indian Reservation as represent,-tiv'e
c:f Indians €,enerally. First, the Sioux were the last important group
_f rJc;rigin,-l people to offer powerful resistance to conqu(^st by the
white race. Sc;ccndly, the Sioux peoples comprise the largc;st hc,nu: -
i7enecus linquistic ar-,up cf In(lians in the United States. In r,,)nv
ways the Sioux Indian has become the prototype of all :,merican Incicns
in the minds of the avc:raF-e ::mtrican. Thus, it wculd not be illogical
to establish a c;:mriemc^rative; site on a Sioux Rescrvation tc represent
all Indipn tribes.
^:., ..s ..
Merrill J. M,^ttEs
Regional Historian
Region Two
National P,,xk Service
Omaha, Nebraska
October 3, 1952
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